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CVEX and MCVE units are priced individually due to unique design requirements.
It is always necessary to receive a completed CVE Specification Form prior to providing
a formal price quotation.

Models CVEX & MCVE Viewing Systems

Press Console Viewing Systems

CVEX Floor Mounted Viewing Systems
The CVEX system is custom tailored to fit a press control console or work/viewing
table.  It is available with or without side walls and comes complete with LiteGuard II
system monitor.  The size ranges are as follows:

Model Size Range
depth width (min-max)

CVEX-1 w/side walls 36” 52” - 70”
CVEX-1 w/o side walls 36” 52” - 70”
CVEX-2 w/side walls 36” 98” - 140”
CVEX-2 w/o side walls 36” 98” - 140”
CVEX-3 w/side walls 50” 52” - 70”
CVEX-3 w/o side walls 50” 52” - 70”
CVEX-4 w/side walls 50” 98” - 140”
CVEX-4 w/o side walls 50” 98” - 140”

MCVE Modular Color Viewing Systems
The MCVE system is a ceiling mounted custom tailored viewing environment
designed to provide accurate viewing conditions on the viewing surface while
blocking ambient light sources.  Rear and side walls are optional and completely
modular.  The MCVE comes complete with LiteGuard II system monitor.  The size
ranges are as follows:

MCVE’s can be extended to provide controlled
viewing over very long (eg web) press consoles.
Image at left is from LP Thebault in Parsippany, NJ.

Model Size Range
depth x width

MCVE-1 w/side & rear walls 30” x 60”
MCVE-1 w/o side or rear walls 30” x 60”
MCVE-2 w/side & rear walls 30” x 120”
MCVE-2 w/o side or rear walls 30” x 120”

**Larger model MCVE systems are available - contact GTI for details.
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